Electronic DIY Milk Recording (£DIY)

- No Recorder, No Writing, No Sampling by hand
- Cows’ IDs loaded direct from database
- Meter Records Milk Volume Electronically
- Meter automatically agitates & takes sample
- Meters delivered - No Capital Purchase required
- Competitively priced, no recorder or office staff costs
- Reports – Summary, Animal Detail, SCC and CellCheck
What is it?

Instead of a recorder coming into your parlour to record milk weights and take samples, a technician delivers electronic meters to the farm. The electronic meter records the milk weight and automatically takes a sample (PM only) for each cow.

Advantages of the €DIY system?

- Farmer does not have to read weights – the meter does it.
- Farmer does not have to take sample – the meter does it.
- No writing for Farmer – cow ID, weights and sample is taken by meter automatically.
- Farmer does not have to buy any equipment – meters are delivered for each recording.
- Immediate printout of 24hr milk weights by cow – at end of 2nd milking.
- Quicker Turnaround as results are sent electronically to the database.
- Full training is given at first milking from technician based in your area.
- Competitively priced - no recorder, no keying required, no capital outlay for farmer.
How do I start? Ring your local Milk Recording Organisation (see numbers below) and have following details ready:

1. Your Herd Number  
2. Number of units in your parlour  
3. When you want your first test.

Who will train me? Your local technician will spend the first PM milking with you to demonstrate how the system operates.

This low cost, low hassle system provides a great opportunity for you to get the necessary data required to drive a profit based dairy breeding program.

Milk Recording Organisations

Munster Farm Services  022 43228  
Progressive Genetics  01 4502142  
Tipperary Co-op  062 33111